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This is an unforgettable experience related to my Dubai based 
younger brother Shri. Rajeev Dutt’s family. This experience proves that 
regardless of whichever corner of the world one is in, our Sadguru 
Aniruddha Bapu’s blessings are always with him.  Our Sadguru promptly 
comes forward to rescue a devotee from the trials and tribulations of life by 
conquering entire eras, time and distance. 
 
In May 2002, my sister-in-law delivered a wonderful baby girl. She was 
named “Eesha.”  Since my brother is stationed in Dubai, my sister-in-law 
returned to Dubai with the baby 3 months post delivery.  Since Eesha is the 
youngest member of the family, everyone would pamper her. However, even 
after having celebrated her first bithrday, she could not stand on her own 
feet.  I was worried and had an inkling of apparent disaster. Family members 
pacified me by saying that some children do achieve certain developmental 
milestones such as standing, walking etc later than usual. Well, I was in 
Hong Kong while my brother and his wife were in Dubai and thus, the only 
thing I could do for them was to advise them to take Eesha regularly to the 
doctor for her usual check- ups.  Finally, Eesha started walking at 18 
months.  Since I was terribly worried for her, my brother videotaped her 
walk and sent it across to me at Hong Kong.  After viewing the Video clip, 
instead of feeling relieved, I became more worried.  I did not find Eesha’s 
walk normal.  I, once again, asked my brother to consult a doctor.  My sister 
said, “You worry unnecessarily. These days since children use diapers, she 
must be walking the way she walks.”  I felt sad thinking about my negative 
thinking pattern. 
 
In December 2004, my cousin was to get married in Mumbai where the 
whole family was going to meet together.  However, my Sadguru had 
something else planned.  He knew that no more time could be wasted 
further. That is how my sister-in-law decided to come to Mumbai during 
Diwali instead of December and further decided to stay put until the 
wedding was over.  After they arrived in Mumbai, I enquired about Eesha’s 
well-being.  She confessed that she too had begun worrying about Eesha. I 
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told them to immediately take Eesha to Suchitdada without wasting any 
time. By the grace and timely intervention of Sucitdada they managed to 
meet a pediatric orthopedic doctor in Mumbai.  The doctor said that they had 
approached him at the most appropriate time because had there been any 
delay, Eesha would have become physically handicapped for the rest of her 
life. 
 
Truly, it was not us who had rushed to the doctor in time. It was our Sadguru 
who had rushed to us.  It is due to his blessings that my sister-in-law 
happened to come to Mumbai ahead of her scheduled visit and later we 
obtained his guidance.  Since he was a specialist in the same field, he 
immediately started his treatment for Eesha.  In a human body, the joint 
where the Leg bones are attached to the pelvis, the bone around that area had 
not developed well in Eesha and that was the reason for Eesha’s unnatural 
walk.  She needed to be operated on both her joints. The first surgery was 
performed over a period of 6 hours and it required her to have her leg 
plastered for a period of 2 months post-surgery.  The day of the second 
surgery coincided with the day of my cousin’s marriage.  It had to be done 
that day because the doctor was traveling outstation for a period of 15 days 
after that and delaying the surgery meant exposing her to further risk.  We 
took turns to attend the wedding and be at the hospital to provide support 
and assistance.  We managed to sail through such a difficult situation only 
due to the support and strength that Sadguru Bapu provided to us. 
 
The second surgery went on for almost 7 hours.  Doctors were really pleased 
with the results of the surgery.  They assured us that baby’s recovery would 
be fast and wonderful.  Eesha was going to stay in a below waist plaster for 
almost 2 months after that.  Anyone would have been devastated to see a 
child in that state, but my brother and sister-in-law have immense faith in 
Bapu.  They were indebted to Bapu for saving their little daughter from an 
impending physical handicap for life.  Eesha recovered extremely well with 
the support of physiotherapy after removing the plaster.  Physiotherapists 
treating her were amazed at her speedy recovery.  Everyone was sad that 
Eesha had to miss school for almost a year.  Sadguru Bapu provided a 
solution for this issue as well.  After returning to Dubai, Eesha got admission 
in Cambridge School and in within a year, she also got double promotion.  
Thereby, Eesha did not miss her academic year.  The epitome of this 
experience lies in the fact that Eesha received the second prize in a race 
held in her school.  All of this is the Grace of Sadguru Bapu! 
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